Quantitative study of neurofibrillary tangles in subdivisions of the hippocampus. CA2 as a special area in normal aging and senile dementia of the Alzheimer type.
The frequency of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in relation to aging was examined in five regions of the hippocampus of 139 normal controls (60 to 106 years) and 14 patients with senile dementia of the Alzheimer type (SDAT). The regions were CA4, CA3, CA2 and CA1, the latter being subdivided into CA1a (the region near CA2) and CA1b (the region near the subiculum). Only CA2 showed no correlation of NFTs with normal aging. CA2 in SDAT was the site most vulnerable to NFT formation. Therefore, it is considered that CA2 is a special region in both normal aging and SDAT. CA1 was characterized by the early appearance of large amounts of NFT, and was the most reliable marker of senile change related to aging. Like CA1, both CA3 and CA4 showed an increase of NFTs with normal aging, but their aging process was far less marked. In addition, statistical analysis based on a "normal" distribution was considered to be unsuitable for quantitative study of senile change, because no histogram of NFTs in any subdivisions for any age showed such a distribution.